THE REPUBLICAN CLUB OF SOUTH
SARASOTA COUNTY (RCSSC) NEWSLETTER

The Patriot
From the Desk of RCSSC President Matt Soldano

May President’s Message
The RCSSC has an exciting few months coming up. At our May 12
meeting, Taylor Sanchez, the Gulf Coast Regional Director for Senator Marco Rubio will be our speaker. He will provide us with what
is happening with the Senator in Washington. This will be particularly insightful given the chaos in spending, foreign relations, and immigration in the Biden administration. He will also talk about the services that his office provides to constituents.
Later this year we will be focusing on Sarasota and South County
with speakers including Sheriff Hoffman, Alex Coe from the Charter
Review Board, and the CEO of the new Sarasota Memorial Hospital
that will be opening later this year on Laurel Road. In addition, we
will have the candidates for this year’s Venice municipal elections.
We are hoping to have a Sarasota teacher to talk about what it has
been like teaching in this environment and a discussion about district vs. county-wide election of county commissioners.
We will also be upgrading our technology in the near term. Harry
Freind, the Technology Committee Chair, will present ideas for the
website. Working with the Publicity and Public Relations Chair, the
common technology platform we are developing will enable us to
improve our communications (website, emails, newsletter, mailings)
that in the past have been on four different platforms.
These enhancements will make the RCSSC much better equipped
as we prepare for the Venice elections and the 2022 campaign
where we will be working with campaigns for state (Governor, US
Senator, State Representatives, etc.) and county (County Commissioner, School Board, etc.)
Please let me know what you think of our plans and offer suggestions.
Matt Soldano
(401) 792-8132
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web browser such as Firefox,
Edge, or Chrome
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CALL TO ACTION PAGE
2021 Elected Officers
President: Matt Soldano
matt1934@yahoo.com
VP: Richard Mazur
rtmgolf04@gmail.com
Secretary: Allyx Young
allyxcited@gmail.com
Treas: Norbert Bellendir
dasnobell@sbcglobal.net
Standing Committee
Chairpersons
Editor of Club Newsletter:
Allyx Young
allyxcited@gmail.com
Programs and Projects
Chair:
Terry Angley;
Tangley4@gmail.com
Membership and
Communications Chair:
Dale DeYoung
rcsscgop@verizon.net

Publicity and Public
Relations Chair:
Gale Wyman
Galewyman@gmail.com
Hospitality:
Adrienne Casagrande,
Prudy Giannette
Rebecca Lancaster
Karen Malone
Sunshine Chair:
Mary O’Nesky
ElephantPride@aol.com
Technology Chair:
Harry Freind
h.freind@icloud.com
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Why the District of Columbia Should Not Be a State
Rob Natelson April 24, 2021 Updated: April 24, 2021

In June 1783, the Confederation Congress met in Philadelphia. Continental soldiers surrounded the building demanding back pay—peaceful, but the intimidation was plain.
This incident confirmed the American Founders in their opinion that the national capital
should not be at the mercy of any state. The Founders also knew that in Europe, national
office holders could be held hostage by mobs that local authorities were unwilling, or unable,
to control.
In July 1783, therefore, Congress began to plan for a capital district outside of any state, and
under direct federal authority. An independent capital district. When the Constitution’s framers met in convention in 1787, they added the Enclave Clause. It reads in part as follows:
“The Congress shall have Power … To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may, by Cession of particular
States, and the Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United
States …”
Securing the national capital from capture was one reason for locating it outside the boundaries of any state. But there were other reasons as well. The founding generation believed that
for republican government to survive, decision makers (including voters) should be free from
the undue influence of others. They had to be able to make decisions freely, based on full
consideration of the evidence. Decisions made by people heavily dependent on others would
reflect merely the will of the masters. It was like giving the masters extra votes.
Many participants in the debate over the Constitution expressed concern that residents of the
capital district, who would consist largely of government employees and their families, would
reflect solely the interests of the government upon which they were dependent. They did not
want dependents of the federal government unduly influencing state or national elections.
The Founders also recognized that denying the vote to residents of the capital district would
not leave them without influence. On the contrary, prior history showed that those residents
would have an outsize influence—partly by reason of their proximity to federal institutions
and partly because many would be government officials or employees. Allowing them to participate in national elections would unfairly magnify their power further.
The Constitution reflected all these concerns by making no provision for the capital district
having seats in Congress or participating in presidential elections.
In 1788, the Maryland legislature formally offered to cede to the federal government jurisdiction over land for a capital district. Virginia did so the following year. In 1791, Congress accepted Maryland’s and Virginia’s offers. The District of Columbia was established formally 10
years later. The federal government later returned Virginia’s portion to that state, so all of
what is now the District of Columbia is former Maryland territory.
As demonstrated by the 1783 incident in Philadelphia, D.C. statehood would put the federal
government at the mercy of local state officials. “Douglass Commonwealth” officials could
refuse to restrain rioters threatening federal institutions. They could threaten or intimidate
federal officials to obtain political ends. One obvious tactic might be for Douglass police to
harass members of Congress with traffic tickets until Congress passed a particular law or
granted the Commonwealth more federal aid.
The District is a dependency of the federal government, and its electorate invariably votes for
the party that offers more government—the Democrats. D.C. residents have cast ballots in
15 presidential elections. They have voted the same way each time, and by huge margins: In
2020, Joe Biden took 92 percent of their vote.
These results—disturbing to any but the most rabid Democrat partisan—suggest that rather
than admitting the District as a state, we should be discussing repealing the 23rd Amendment.
In 2012, the Washington Post published a column by a long-time D.C. journalist. Its title tells
you all you need to know about government there: “How D.C. became a District of Corruption.” America does not need more corruption in its national councils.
Robert G. Natelson, a former constitutional law professor, is senior fellow in constitutional
jurisprudence at the Independence Institute in Denver. He is the author of “The Original Constitution: What It Actually Said and Meant“ (3rd ed., 2014).
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Leigh Dundas – The Rise of Freedom Over the Fourth Reich

Club Specialty Roles

In this speech delivered at Clay Clarke’s Health & Freedom rally in Tulsa Oklahoma,
human rights attorney Leigh Dundas shows us how it’s done (I was lucky enough to see
this live!).
When Leigh heard that Orange County Health Officer Dr Clayton Chau and Orange
County Superintendent of Schools, Al Mijares had jointly planned to turn the county
schools into vaccination centers and that they were seeking to vaccinate children as
young as kindergartners without their parents’ consent, she got over 200 of her friends
to go with her to her child’s school’s next board meeting 24 hours later, where she announced:
“The Third Reich did not end with experiments on children, nor when those children died. The Third Reich ended in 1946, when we put the doctors who committed these human experiments on trial in Nuremberg and then, we put them to
death. It ended with the adoption of the Nuremberg Code, so we would never repeat the sins of history. And it states, and I quote: ‘The voluntary consent of the
human subject is absolutely essential.’
“Dr Chau and Dr Mijares, you are hereby on notice. Last week, you appear to have
knowingly hatched a plan to sidestep and/or violate international, federal and state law,
not just the Nuremberg Informed Consent language but also the black letter law of the
EUA, as well as California State Law, which punishes, and I quote: ‘The willful failure to
obtain a subject’s informed consent by imprisonment in county jail for one year or the
imposition of a $50,000 fine – or both,’ through the planned insertion of experimental
gene-altering protocols onto the very children you were elected and charged with protecting.
“And tonight, we are asking the Orange County Board of Education for an immediate
letter of censure to these individuals – and if they don’t resign, for an immediate notice
of termination. And that letter also needs to go to the professional boards, because they
have no business being in these positions! So, help me, God, the People of Orange
County will hold this policy to account.”
Our corrupt oppressors are reading from scripts. We need to stand up and read our
own scripts back at them. Tattered as it may be our legal system still exists.
Nobody will rescue us. Freedom is earned. Freedom is fought for, every day. Freedom
is up to us. NoJabForMe.info is a great place to get all the information you need to defend yourself and your community. Full article

Sergeants-at-Arms:
John Finnigan
finney1933@gmail.com
and Randy Wedin
soonerpatriot@ionet.net
Bylaws: Chuck Ford
Cford1620@verizon.net
Parliamentarian:
Robert Sprague
robt2@comcast.net

Past Presidents:
Immediate Past President
Thomas Van Dyke (2017-2018)
Barbara Vaughn (2015-2016)
John Harrison (2013-2014)
Peachie DeYoung (2011-2012)
Ron Filipkowski (2009-2010)
Jack Malone (2007-2008)
Barbara Hines (2006)
Don O’Nesky (2004-2005)
Richard Brady (2003)
Francis Kendrick (2001-2002)
Russell Strange (1999-2000)
Dave Brown (1998)
Harold Hart (1997)

SAVE THESE: IMPORTANT CONTACT LINKS
>
>
>
>
>

Contact Congress:
202-224-3121
Governor DeSantis:
850-717-9337
Florida State Senate:
850-487-5995
Florida State House:
850-717-5650
Senator Joe Gruters RNC Election Integrity Project
https://protectthevote.com/committee_on_election_integrity
> Citizensunited.org - Dedicated to restoring our government to citizens’ control
through a combination of education, advocacy, and grass roots organization.
> https://www.aflegal.org/ Stop radical liberals in D.C.: Take them to court
> www.momsforliberty.org A Sarasota School board site developed by Brigette
Ziegler etal promoting conservativism in upcoming school board election.

Biden’s Speech to Congress: Full Transcript Read More
I DID NOT WATCH BIDEN DELIVER A “SPEECH” LAST NIGHT – I PREFERRED TO HAVE MY FINGERNAILS RIPPED
OUT DURING THAT TIME SLOT

Fact-Checking 7 Biden’s Claims in His Address to Congress Read more
Sen. Tim Scott delivers GOP response to Biden's address View Video
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STATE AND NATIONAL NEWS
May Birthdays
Thomas Anthony Anamasi
Ricard (Rich) Angley
Constance Marion (Conni) Brunni
James Randolph (Randy) Clements
Alison Rebecca Cutsinger
Corodon S Fuller
James A Garlock
Louise Perry Gavlick
Vincent Charles Hagerty
Ann M Hertzog
Robert (Bob) Kostelansky
James Robert Luster
Susan I Mac Nevin
Sharon Lee Madden
Robert Joseph (Bob) Mc Elrath
Janet B Miller
David Anthony Ragusa
Kari Marrette Reed
Jack A Robertson
Theresa Ann Saus
Dorthy A (Dot) Schable
William Lee Schnittker
Frances A Valencic
Thomas Van Dyke
Roy Nelson Jr Wells
Margie J Wilson
Allyx Young

Breaking News: Trump floating the possibility of Ron DeSantis being his
running mate for 2024! Read more
MAGA Movement Is ‘Far From Over’
Exclusive: FL Gov. DeSantis Says Lockdowns Were a ‘Huge Mistake’
By Ivan Pentchoukov and Jan Jekielek April 16, 2021 Updated: April 20, 2021
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis issued a statewide stay-at-home order on April 1 last year,
locking down the Sunshine State for 30 days amid global panic about the CCP (Chinese
Communist Party) virus outbreak. Sitting in his office exactly one year later, he told The
Epoch Times that the lockdowns were a “huge mistake,” including in his own state.
“We wanted to mitigate the damage. Now, in hindsight, the 15 days to slow the spread
and the 30—it didn’t work,” DeSantis said. “We shouldn’t have gone down that road.”
Florida’s lockdown order was notably less strict than some of the stay-at-home measures
imposed in other states. Recreational activities like walking, biking, playing golf, and
beachgoing were allowed, while what constituted an “essential business” was broadly
defined. He faced fierce criticism at each stage from establishment media, as well as
segments of his own constituency beholden to the lockdown narrative.
However, the governor now regrets issuing the order at all and is convinced that states
that have carried on with lockdowns are perpetuating a destructive blunder.
“If we hadn’t stood up, these people may not have jobs, the businesses may have gone
under, the kids wouldn’t be in school, there’d be all these things,” DeSantis said. “This
really, really impacts people in a very personal way. And I don’t think anything prior to
COVID that I’ve seen in politics can quite do it on this level. And it’s really unfortunate
that there were governors that had power [who did] the opposite. It really shouldn’t depend on the governor.”
Despite dire predictions about the pandemic in Florida, DeSantis has been vindicated. On
April 1, Florida ranked 27th among all states in deaths per capita from the CCP virus,
commonly known as COVID-19.

THIS IS HUGE! — BREAKING NEWS FROM ARIZONA AUDIT: The
Number Of Illegal Votes In Maricopa County Could Easily Reach
More Than 250,000 Votes
On Saturday, the Arizona forensic audit continued at the Veterans Memorial Coliseum
in downtown Phoenix.
In Arizona, for months the Board of Supervisors in Maricopa County have complained
about calls for a forensic review of the ballots in this large and crucial county.
The Board members guaranteed everything was fine but they won’t let anyone get
close to their results.
They spent weeks after the election messing
with ballots before they formally concluded the
election results.
However, regardless of their efforts to prevent
an audit of the Maricopa County results the forensic audit is now taking place at the Veterans
Memorial Coliseum.
The audit is being live-streamed from 9 different
angles from the arena floor at azaudit.org.
The election workers are running true forensic
testing on the ballots!
Something HUGE is being revealed there right
now!
Here’s what we’ve received on Sunday morning:
Read original article
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IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR
Officer Brian Sicknick Died of Natural Causes after Capitol Riot, Medical Examiner Says
Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick died of natural causes a day after supporters of President Trump rioted at the Capitol on
January 6, the chief medical examiner for Washington, D.C., told the Washington Post on Monday.
Francisco J. Diaz, the examiner, said Sicknick died after suffering two strokes the day after the riot, caused by a blood clot that
prevented flow to the base of Sicknick’s brain stem. Diaz added that “all that transpired” during the Capitol riot “played a role in
his condition.”
Two rioters are charged with attacking Sicknick with a chemical irritant. Diaz’s determination that Sicknick died of natural causes
will likely hamper prosecutors’ efforts to charge the two rioters with homicide.
The medical examiner’s office “took the appropriate amount of time to evaluate all the evidence,” acting deputy mayor for public
safety Christopher Geldhart told the Post. Geldhart added that Diaz “felt he was able to make this call in good conscience.”
Sicknick joined the Capitol Police in 2008, and was honored at the Capitol following his death. Police said that Sicknick collapsed
after he returned to his office after the riot.
Conflicting reports emerged of the circumstances of Sicknick’s death. Then-acting U.S. attorney general Jeffrey Rosen said on
January 8 that Sicknick died of “the injuries he suffered defending the U.S. Capitol.” Law enforcement officials initially told the
New York Times that rioters hit Sicknick with a fire extinguisher, however weeks later police investigators and medical examiners
could not agree on a cause of death.
The Capitol Police released a statement saying the department “accepts the findings” of the medical examiner that “Officer Brian
Sicknick died of natural causes. This does not change the fact that Officer Sicknick died in the line of duty, courageously defending Congress and the Capitol.” By Zachary Evans April 19, 2021
(Editor’s Note: No Capital police or other law officers were killed during the D.C. riot 1/6/2021)

* No Charges Against Officer Who Shot Ashli Babbitt: DOJ

Read More

* Ashli Babbitt family to file civil charges over the violation of her constitutional rights

Read More

* Secrecy Surrounds Solitary Confinement of 2 Men Arrested in Jan. 6 Capitol Breach Read more
“The Denial of Evil” The Case of Communism
By Dennis Prager
There is something that people deny more than mortality: evil. We can’t prevent death; we can prevent evil.
The most glaring example of the denial of evil is communism, an ideology that created modern totalitarianism and deprived people of human rights, tortured, starved, and killed more people than any other ideology in history.
Why is it important that everyone know what communism did?
First, we have a moral obligation to victims not to forget them like we remember the victims of American slavery.
Second, to prevent evil from reoccurring is to confront it in all its horror. The fact that young people believe communism is a viable-–even morally superior option for modern societies proves they know nothing about communism’s moral record. Therefore,
they don’t properly fear communism, which means this evil could happen again.
Third. The leaders of communist regimes and the vast number of people who helped those leaders torture, enslave, and murder
were nearly all normal people.
According to the authoritative “The Black Book of Communism,” it states that the numbers of people murdered-not killed by communist regimes were conservatively 91 million. Those numbers don’t describe the suffering endured by hundreds of million who
were not murdered: the stripping of people of their free speech, to worship, to start a business, or even to travel without party
permission; no noncommunist judiciary or media; the near poverty of almost all communist countries; the imprisonment and torture of vast numbers of people; and, of course, the trauma suffered by the hundreds of millions of friends and relatives of the
murdered and imprisoned.
These numbers don’t tell you about the many starving Ukrainians who ate the flesh of people, often children, sometimes including their own; or the Romanian Christians whose communist prison guards forced them to eat feces to compel them to renounce
their faith; or the frozen millions in the vast Soviet Siberian prison camp system known as the Gulag Archipelago or Mao
Zedong’s regular use of torture to punish opponents and intimidate peasants, like leading men through the streets with rusty
wires through their testicles and burning the vaginas of wives of opponents with flaming wicks—Mao’s techniques to terrorize
peasants into supporting the Chinese Communist Party.
The denial of evil is associated with darkness and it’s easy to look into the dark. But it’s hard to stare into bright light. One should
therefore associate evil with extreme brightness, given that people rarely look at real evil. And those who don’t confront real evil
often make up evils such as “systemic racism,” “toxic masculinity,” and “heteronormativity” in 21st -century America that are much
easier to confront.
The Book of Psalms states, “Those of you who love God—you are to hate evil.”
In other words, if you don’t hate the evil of communism, you don’t care about, much less love, people.
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Club Activities and Local News
RCSSC Lunch
is Served by
our Hospitality
Committee
04/14/2021

New Member’s
Luncheon
04/28/2021
DISCLAIMER: The articles and links below represent the views of the author but do NOT necessarily
represent the views of the RCSSC. Be advised, the newsletter staff has not totally vetted all the links
below., but has sought to publish links from known valid sources.

Letter to the Editor—A Crisis in Venice, Florida—Op Ed
By Pam Brown

There is a crisis in Venice, and many small business owners are feeling the pinch
through no fault of their own.
Because of the pandemic and quarantine last year, many employers in the lower
wage jobs, such as the food service industry had to lay off some or all of their workforce. A year later, due to Democratic initiatives to sustain $600+ unemployment payments, many of those laid off are still languishing at home making more on unemployment than they could get in non-tip lower service-type jobs.
The $600 figure was invented by politicians living in high pay locales like New York
City and applied to the rest of the nation as a one-size-fits-all band aid. Geared mainly to the food industry and servers who receive large tips for their service, $600 a
week wasn’t that outlandish. But wages were never close to the $600 per week take
home pay here in Venice, especially the fast-food workers on an hourly wage with no
tips expected. Some restaurants have had to reduce services in order to stay open.
Cindy Spray—April 2021 Speaker

Another factor is the requirement by these same workers to constantly wear a mask
for 8 to 12 hours or more. Many have complained of facial skin issues and breathing problems that didn’t exist prior to the mask mandates and are reluctant to return.
A local Wendy’s manager, when asked why their dining room was closed, admitted
that they didn’t have enough employees to keep the dining room open, clean, and
serviced properly. Others are running on razor thin employee rosters and having their
employees work overtime just to fill the slack of other employees requiring time off. It
is a serious problem, said one manager, because it affects all of us in small businesses, not only the food industry, but delivery drivers, landscapers, and a multitude of
other jobs that rely on people who are not qualified for highly technical jobs to provide
the needed labor to keep their businesses open. Help Wanted signs can be seen all
over Venice and Sarasota County.
The solution is to appeal the $600 per week unemployment rate and revert to the prepandemic unemployment rate. Another is to remove the mask mandate here in Florida. Masks do not factor into the risk of COVID, but were added by liberal politicians
and non-science quacks to control the masses. Reality shows the opposite to be true.
It is time for Florida to get back to normal. Inflated unemployment rates and masks
are two easy fixes that will end some of the challenges local small businesses are
currently having to endure.
Editor’s Note: While a mask mandate can be governed by state and local regulations individual employers make the final policies that their staff must wear masks.
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Florida McDonald’s Paying People $50 Just to Show Up for a Job
Interview, yet Still Struggling to Find Applicants Read More

Don’t New York OUR Florida!
Polk County Sheriff Grady Judd warned Monday that people who are moving to
Florida must not vote the way they did in the states they are fleeing, assuming that
they voted for Democratic politicians, otherwise they will turn their new home state
into the one they fled.
Judd made the remarks during a press conference with Republican Florida Governor Ron DeSantis, during which he signed an anti-riot bill into law that creates
tougher penalties for those who engage in violent riots.
“Never have I seen the leadership that I see with Governor DeSantis, with Speaker
Sprowls, and with President Simpson,” Judd said. “They’re making a positive difference, not for government, but for the people of the state of Florida. Florida is a
unique place and a special place. It’s where we work, where we live, but it’s also
where the world comes to play, to bring their children, and their children have a
right to be safe.”
Judd highlighted the far-left riots that have devastated communities in Democratcontrolled cities across the U.S., including Seattle, Portland, and Minneapolis, and
said that officials would not allow that to happen in Florida.
“We’ve got a new law and we’re going to use it if you make us,” Judd said. “We’re
going to protect the people. No longer will people walk up and surround you as a
citizen of Florida or a visitor of Florida, surround you while you’re eating dinner at
an outdoor cafe in a big mob without there being immediate consequences and arrest. It’s not acceptable.”

The Pandemic Times
Allyx Young
In times like these, we all need hope, or failing that, relief in the form of something
to be thankful for. You don’t know this about me, but I am grateful that I have had a
life-long habit of hoarding toilet paper long before it became a major fad out of a
potential catastrophic COVID depletion.
I feel the same way about recycled napkins, and currently they seem to be still in
supply. Going through Culver’s drive-through, I request a few napkins, and usually
pick up a couple at the deli station when I get a cheap, single dip of ice cream.
If you go to the toilet paper aisle, not to be confused with Gilligan's isle, which features advice on how to survive by cohabitating with a movie star, an eccentric professor who can't make a radio from coconuts and a couple of elderly, spoiled rich
people, look for the best rolls for the “go.”
There is a lot of pandemic misinformation out there. Blowing hot air down your
windpipe is not a cure for coronavirus for example, but now that Biden is in office,
hydroxychloroquine will work according to the American Journal of Medicine (Jan.
2021). The irony is this is the treatment that President Donald Trump promoted last
year. The timing, right after the election, is interesting.
Instead, crank up that oldie from the Police called "Don't Stand So Close to Me" and
thank the Governor that we are free from having to use make-shift coffee filter
masks that aren’t necessarily “coughy” filters made by and for the thrifty or crafty.
These are trying times in the paper aisle.
Remember that faith, hope and love are contagious, too, so let’s be super spreaders of that.
Stay safe everyone (a huge challenge all in itself), and see you at the next meeting
ready to solve all the world’s challenges, paper aisle be damned, and find a smile in
your life somewhere.
(Note to self—Remember paper towels!!!)

Manchin stays strong on filibuster: ‘I am not going to be part of
blowing up this Senate’ Read more
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Hot Headlines and Links

Click on the links below - click return key on browser to return to newsletter.

The black guy in this video is pretty good, but the most interesting part to listen to is how the
mainstream media anchor keeps trying to reframe the discussion. They were not expecting that
from a black guy. See video

Judicial Watch: Documents Show California State Officials
Coordinated with Big Tech and Biden Campaign to Censor
and Remove Americans’ 2020 Election Posts Read more

Cuban refugee warns America about swallowing
the poison pill of communism See audio
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STACY ABRAMS: Columbus Cop Should Have ‘Attempted Some Form of Intervention’ Before
Shooting Seriously? Read More
Iranian Collusion: Here’s What You Need to Know
About John Kerry Leaking Military Intel to Iran Read
more

“This Never Happened” – Flustered John Kerry
Denies He Told Iran’s Foreign Minister About Israel’s Covert Operations in Syria!

During the Obama era Iran Nuke Deal negotiations John Kerry's daughter married a
powerful Iranian government official. Conflict
of interest much?

John Kerry denied he ever told Iran’s foreign minister about Israel’s covert operations in Syria.
In a recently leaked audio, Iran’s foreign minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif said then-Secretary of State John Kerry informed him
about Israel’s covert operations in Syria. Read More

JUST IN: GOP Senator Demands John Kerry's Resignation For Alleged Iran Revelations… Read More

It is pictures like this
when you wish the
Marxists would use a
mask a little more often.
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RCSSC is proud to present this month's guest speaker, Taylor Sanchez,
the director of Senator Marco Rubio's southwest office.

Taylor will be speaking about what is happening with
Senator Rubio in DC and what services the Tampa office can provide during the runup to the 2022 election.

Wednesday, May 12, 2021
11:30am
Venice Gardens Civic Association
406 Shamrock Boulevard
Venice 34293
Light lunch will be served
See you there!

RCSSC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM – PLEASE PRINT
NAME_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE_________________________CELLPHONE_______________________
EMAIL ADDRESS (PRINT)_________________________________________________
SPOUSE NAME_________________________________________________________
NEW ______________RENEWAL_____________
ANNUAL DUES ARE $25 PER PERSON AND $15 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL FAMLY MEMBER. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO RCSSC.
SEND TO RCSSC, PO BOX 352, VENICE, FL 34285-0352
DO WE HAVE YOUR PERMISSION TO LIST THIS INFORMATION IN OUR ROSTER SENT TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE RCSSC?10

YES_____ NO_____

Are you a Registered Republican?

YES_____ NO_____

